Owner’s Manual

No Bark
MODEL NO.
2000NB

Model and serial number may be
found at the back side of No Bark.
Please record both model and serial
number in a safe place for future use.

Where Purchased

:

Date purchased

: Month
: Day
: Year

Model No.

:

Serial #

:

This Owner’s Manual contains
information for all models.
Read and keep this manual for future
reference.
This manual contains important
information on Safety, Assembly,
Operation and Maintenance.

Ergo Systems Inc. Rev # : 1.1

Important: This is Owner’s Manual for No Bark.
Please do not discard this.
Congratulations on purchasing the“No Bark“. Now you can
stop your dog’s annoying barking. Before you can use this
appliance you need to follow some simple steps to install
your No Bark.

DO NOT RETURN THE PRODUCT TO THE STORE

Before you call us, please have the following
information ready.
1.

Details of purchase like invoice number
(found on the bill or invoice)

2.

Name and model number of the product
(found on the manual and on the carton.)

3.

Actual problem after following the instructions.

4.

List of missing parts.

Call 1-888 ERGOSYS (1-888-374-6797)
If there are missing parts. Check all packing for missing
parts prior to discarding the package.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Please read this warranty carefully. Ergo Systems Inc. will warranty this product to be free from manufacturing defects,
including workmanship, when assembled and operated according to operating instructions enclosed with this product, for
a period of ninety (90) days from the date of original purchase. This warranty is non-transferable and applies solely to the
original purchaser and does not extend to subsequent owners of this product. Please register your product at
http://www.autopetfeeder.com.
1.

Repair service for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of original purchase at no charge for parts and labor with
proof of purchase.

2.

Replacement of defective parts for a period of 12 months from the date of original purchase with proof of purchase.
(Labor not included after initial ninety (90) days.)

3.

This warranty does not cover cost incurred in the shipping of the product to and from Ergo Systems Inc. for service.
Shipping to Ergo Systems Inc. must be prepaid and insured by UPS or other parcel delivery services.

THIS WARRANTY IS VOID IF THE PRODUCT IS:
1.

Damaged due to negligence, abuse, misuse, accident, modification, tampering, alteration, faulty installation and / or
acts of God.

2.

Used for commercial applications or rentals.

3.

Modified or repaired by anyone other than Ergo Systems Inc.

The extent of Ergo Systems Inc. under this limited warranty is the repair or replacement of the product at the sole
discretion of Ergo Systems Inc. In no event shall Ergo Systems Inc.’s liability exceed the purchase price paid by the
purchaser. Under no circumstances shall Ergo Systems Inc. be liable for any loss, direct, indirect, incidental, foreseen,
unforeseen, special or consequential damage arising out of or in connection with the use of this product.
This warranty is valid only in the United States of America and Canada.
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Reviewing these important safety alert symbols
When you see this Safety Symbol on the following pages, it will alert you
to the possibility of damage to your No Bark, if you do not comply with
the corresponding instructions. The hazard may come from
something mechanical or electrical. Read the instructions carefully.

Tools required

Drill

Pencil

5/32” Drill Bits

Screwdriver

Pliers

Claw Hammer
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1.
2.
3.
4.
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While installing the No Bark, make sure the electrical connection to the No Bark is disconnected.
No Bark is for indoor use only.
No Bark is weather proof but not water proof
When the unit used in outdoor, please make sure that the unit is protected from direct sunlight and rain.

Wiring Diagram

List of parts in the No Bark Box

Components
No Bark Main Unit.

2.

Mounting Bracket.

3.

12 Volt AC Adapter.
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No Bark Main Unit

1.

Mounting Bracket
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12 Volt AC Adapter

Assembly
The No Bark comes as a pre-assembled unit.

Fig 1

Now the No Bark needs to be installed for the unit to work properly. Follow the below given steps to Install.
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To fix the bracket on the wall follow the below given steps:

Step 1

Step 2

Remove the No Bark from the bracket which arrives as a
pre-assembled unit.

Select the place where the No bark needs to be fixed. By
holding the bracket at the chosen position, mark the
position using a pencil with in the holes of the bracket.

Fig 2

Fig 3

Step 4

Step 3
Drill holes at the marked places using a drilling machine.

Fix the bracket on the wall using four 1" screws with the
help of a screw driver.

Fig 5

Fig 4
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Step 6

Step 5
Insert the No Bark into the bracket that is fixed on the
wall.

Now the pin of 12v ac adapter needs to be inserted at the
provision provided at the bottom of the No Bark and the
adapter in turn is plugged into the wall socket.

Fig 6

Fig 7

SETTINGS
Push the TEST button to check if the unit is working.
Push the AUDIO-UP / ULTRASONIC - DW button to put the unit on AUDIO MODE where you will be able to hear the sound.
Push the AUDIO-UP / ULTRASONIC - DW button once again to set it in the ULTRASONIC mode, where the dogs alone will be
able to hear the sound.
Setting the sensitivity of the unit :There are three settings for sensitivity: Low, Medium and High. To place the unit on low sensitivity push the switch
to the bottom, the light underneath the on light should be off. This indicates that the sensitivity is set at low, which means
that it will only pick up barks that are close to the unit or loud. Pushes the switch up one notch the light should turn green
this is for medium sensitivity, this means that barks from a medium distance or a medium bark will be heard. Finally push the
switch to the top the light should now be red this is high sensitivity, which means barks from a further distance or softer bark
will be detected.
After setting the sensitivity level which is best for you, push the AUDIO-UP/ULTRASONIC-DW button again, this switches the
unit to the ULTRASONIC mode. Where the sound is audible only to dogs.
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Fig 8

FEATURES
No Bark is the safe and effective device to stop annoying barking from your dog or your neighbor's dog.
No Bark automatically detects the barking and discourages dogs excessive and inappropriate barking.
No Bark is activated only by the dog's barking.
The micro phone in the No Bark detects both loud barking and vibration from the dog's throat.
No Bark covers an effective range of up to 30 ft radius.
No Bark is designed for all breeds and sizes of dogs.
It is veterinarian recommended.
No Bark offers variable sensitivity level adjustments.
No Bark offers dual tone setting.
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FAQ
1.

Does the No Bark work for other animals as well?

- NO. The No Bark is specially designed to keep dogs from barking unnecessarily. It is not effective on other pets.
2.

My unit keeps making an irritating noise all the time. Is it broken?

- You have probably set the unit in the Audio mode. In this mode, the No Bark will emit a noise that is audible to humans
and also to dogs. Please press the Ultrasonic/Audio button to switch the unit to Ultrasonic mode. If you continue to hear
the sound in Ultrasonic mode, please call our Customer Service department at 1-888-ERGOSYS.

3.

How do I know if my unit is working?

- The No Bark can be tested using the TEST button. This indicates that it is working properly. When the unit is in Ultrasonic
mode, all you should hear is a "click" sound when the unit reacts to a bark.

4.

Does the No Bark emit ultrasonic sounds all the time? Will this harm my dog in the long run?

- The No Bark is an intelligent device which uses a microphone to detect dogs barking. Until the dog barks, the unit is on
standby. When the barking starts, the unit is activated and emits an ultrasonic "answer" to the dog bark. This "answer" is
disliked by the dog which makes it stop barking.

- Even at the highest setting, the No Bark will not harm your dog.
5.

I just got my No Bark and plugged it in. The dog seems to hear the sound generated by the unit but doesn't stop
barking! Should I return the unit?

- Getting your dog to respond to the No Bark is like teaching it a trick. It needs practice. At first, the dog will tend to ignore
the sound emitted by the No Bark and continue to bark. Don't worry. It is our experience that the harder the dog is barking, the more uneasy it is feeling (due to the ultrasonic sound). Over a few weeks, the dog will understand relationship
between its bark, the sound and the uneasiness. It will stop barking.

6.

What sensitivity level do I set for my dog?

- The sensitivity you have to set depends on your tolerance level. If you don't want your dog to bark at all (or if you are
using the unit to control a neighbor's dog), you will want to set the unit to the highest sensitivity level. The flip side is; the
dog will not bark even if it sees intruders. At the lowest sensitivity setting, the No Bark will not react to some of the barks
if they are not high-decibel barks.

7.

What is the range of my No Bark?

- The No Bark has a range of 30 Feet. This range applies only when there are no obstacles between the dog and the unit.
8.

Is the No Bark effective on all kinds of dogs?

- In our experience, the No Bark works on almost all breeds of dog.
9.

I run a boarding kennel/grooming salon/animal shelter. Can I use the No Bark for controlling barking in these
places?

- We do not recommend usage of the No Bark in High Stress Environments like boarding kennels, animal shelters and
grooming salons.
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10.

Can I use the No Bark outdoors?

- The No Bark is an indoors-only device. We do not recommend using it outdoors.
11.

Can the No Bark run on batteries?

- The No Bark can run only on AC power.
12.

What is the time duration (or) how long does the pet (or) dog take to react on the No Bark?

- The pet takes around three to four weeks to react to the No Bark.
13.

Is it possible to place the No Bark outside?

- The No Bark can be placed out door provided it is protected from the sun, rain and snow.
14.

Would the No Bark have an eﬀect on my neighbor's dog?

- The No Bark could have an eﬀect on your neighbor's dog; however the No Bark works best if it has a clear line of sight to
the barking location, walls, fences and garden foliage will decrease the No Bark eﬀectiveness.

15.

Would the No Bark cause harm to other pets?

- No. The No Bark does not cause harm to other pets.

Ergo Systems Inc.,

E-Mail
support@ergosys.net

Toll-Free Phone. US only
1-888-ERGOSYS
(1-888-374-6797)

Website
http://www.autopetfeeder.com

International Phone
1-630-543-7686

Warranty Registration
http://www.autopetfeeder.com/warranty.asp

Fax
1-866-899-5389

